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Line Marking Paints
LINEMARKING

Award Winning Ready-to-use Paints 
Cost-saving, Convenience, Conservation 

WHY IMPACT PAINTS 
â Ready-to-use  

No measuring, no mixing, no mess 
â Time saving  

Quick start, fewer re-fills, faster finish 
â Cost savings per pitch  

Less paint, no added water...it all adds up 
â Great visuals 

Crisp lines, bright white or vibrant colours 
â Fast drying  

Rainfast in as little as 20 minutes 
â Long lasting  

Highly rain resistant once dry, no 
‘ghosting’ 

â Flowability  
High atomisation through unique nozzles 

â Flexibility  
All surfaces…natural grass, hard and 
synthetic surfaces* 

â Lighter load  
No heavy tank of dilutable to cause 
compaction 

Carrying 3 x 5 litre Eco-Bags, 
13 pitches could be over-
marked. Or, using 2 x 10 litre 
drums, up to 18 pitches can 
be over-marked, without 
returning to base!

18 
PITCHES

Introduced more than two decades ago, Impact 
Ready to Use paint system began a revolution in line 
marking paint and spray machinery technology.  
The multi award winning Impact paint system delivers 
unbeatable bright, crisp lines combined with significant 
cost saving benefits. Only Impact paint system is 
capable of marking up to nine standard sized football 
pitches from a single 10 litre drum. No added water 
required, just shake the drum thoroughly before use. 

Water and transport cost saving systems are 
increasingly in demand as care for the environment and 
fuel efficiency become higher priorities. Specially 
engineered cone nozzles developed specifically for the 
Impact system enable a full sized football pitch to be 
over-marked typically with just 1.1 to 1.5 litres of product, 
depending on nozzle selection.  
Using as little as 1.1 litres of Impact paint to over-mark a 
standard sized football pitch means significantly 
reduced travel frequency for multi-site marking, thus 
minimizing harmful CO2 and particulate diesel 
emissions. 5 litre Eco-Bags, introduced for ease of 
storage and disposal are available with Impact XP, 
meaning 3 x 5 litre bags loaded onto an iGO system 
spray machine can mark up to 18 pitches without re-
loading. 
All these benefits confirm Impact System as a massive 
leap forward for the line-marking industry in terms of 
practicality, efficiency, associated costs and 
environmental stewardship, as well as delivering reliable 
quality lines. Used by professionals and volunteers alike, 
the range of products provides the affordability and 
flexibility to suit all budgets and standard of lines. *Temporary lines only on synthetic surfaces, great for multi-use synthetic pitches. For more permanent, 

longer lasting markings, Duraline Synthetic paint is highly recommended
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❱ Next generation Impact paint  
❱ Unbeatable, ultra-bright lines  
❱ Extra long lasting 
RT Order Code: 0841703/010

Pack size:         10 litre drum 
Area of use:     Natural grass 
Application:     RTU with iGO, iGO mini, 

Glider or GPS

Impact HD

The Range

❱ Staying power, lasts much longer  
❱ As little as 1.1litre per pitch 
❱ Bright white and superior 

adhesion 
RT Order Code: 0842011/010

Pack size:         2 x 5 litre Eco-bag,  
5 & 10 litre drums 

Area of use:     Natural grass 
Application:     RTU with iGO, iGO mini, 

Glider or GPS

❱ Excellent spray-ability 
❱ Highly stable and consistent spray 
❱ Bright white or vibrant colours 
RT Order Code: 0841901/010

Pack size:         5 & 10 litre drums 
Area of use:     Natural grass 
Application:     RTU with iGO, iGO mini, 

Glider or GPS

Impact Standard

Impact XP

❱ For frequent/weekly marking only 
❱ Excellent value for regular 

multiple pitch marking 
RT Order Code: 0841705/010

Pack size:         10 litre drum 
Area of use:     Natural grass 
Application:     RTU with iGO, iGO mini, 

Glider or GPS

Impact Lite

❱ Super fast drying 
❱ No transference 
❱ Incredible white lines 
❱ From just 1.5 litres per football pitch, 

2.5 litres for rugby union 
RT Order Code: 0841981/010

Pack size:         10 litre drum 
Area of use:     Natural grass 
Application:     RTU with iGO, iGO mini, 

Glider or GPS

Impact Match

Impact Hard Surface
Pack size:         5 litre drum 
Area of use:     Tarmac, concrete 
Application:     RTU with iGO, iGO mini or 

Glider

❱ Special binders and stickers 
❱ Acrylic based formulation 
❱ Range of non-grassed surfaces 
RT Order Code: 0841911/05

Colour options are available for paints showing this symbol

Impact Cone Nozzle Technology  
It took considerable research to 
achieve Impact Cone Nozzle 
Technology. Only the combination 
of Impact cone nozzles with Impact 
paints consistently deliver as little as 
1.1 litres– of paint per pitch. That’s 
because Impact paints are 
formulated with superior flowability 
to assist the right droplet 
atomisation through these unique, 
specially engineered nozzles. 
Excellent leaf coverage and 
consistent line width can be easily 
achieved, time after time. Use Flush Thru to keep nozzles and 
pipes clean and free flowing for optimum delivery and 
unbeatable lines. 

Impact Green-Out

❱ Masks out white lines 
❱ Green pigment blends with grass  
❱ Spray using green cone nozzle 

RT Order Code: 0841968/010 

Pack size:         10 litre drum 
Area of use:     Natural grass 
Application:     RTU with iGO, iGO mini, 

Glider or GPS


